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1. Executive Summary
During the first project year, the DECENTER consortium partners developed coherent
dissemination, communication and standardisation plans. Several target dissemination
groups, projects and initiatives were identified by applying the project’s formula:
IoT+AI+Fog+Blockchain. Various relevant projects, such as DITAS, BASMATI, I-BiDaaS,
PrestoCloud and similar have also been identified and contacted. The DECENTER project
website shows a list of relevant projects and initiatives with which communication and
exchange of relevant information was already established. The project partners also plan to
participate in EC project clustering activities, such as participation in the cluster Software
Engineering for Services and Applications.
The project’s visual identity and dissemination and communication strategy follows the above
rationale and reflects the project’s activities in the first project year. During the first project year
our major goal was to raise awareness about the DECENTER project among the identified
target user groups, projects and initiatives. Moreover, it was necessary to pull the DECENTER
consortium resources in a way that the partners start joint dissemination, communication and
standardisation works. The partners UL and SNU were leading this activity and all the
consortium partners followed. As a result, in the first project year the partners co-organised
and/or participated in a Cloud/AI Session at the 3rd Korea-EU Coordinated Calls R&D
Conference 2018 in Seoul, the ICT 2018 event in Vienna, the Spring Broadcasting and Media
Workshop in Seoul, Immersive Media Workshop in Seoul, the New Media Service and
Standard Technology in the 5G Era Workshop in Seoul, the International Parallel and
Distributed Processing Symposium in Rio de Janeiro, the Trento Smart City yearly event in
Trento, the International Workshop on Science Gateways in Ljubljana and similar. Several
preliminary journal and conference papers were submitted and published. The project partners
use Open Access for their publications, and all project publications are archived in Zenodo.org.
In the future, the project partners intend to intensify their joint collaboration and work on some
high-quality joint papers addressing various project topics. Participation at the Big Data
Pipelines workshop at the 26th IEEE High Performance Computing conference (HiPC 2020) in
Hyderabad, the Conference on the Economics of Grids, Clouds, Systems, and Services
(GECON 2020), and other events and participation is also being planned for the 2nd project
year.
Social media (Facebook, Twitter and Linkedin) is also used for raising awareness and widest
possible dissemination and in order to reach Facebook and Twitter user communities.
The project partners also involved in a) exploitation and b) standardisation activities. For the
former, a list of potential exploitable assets, as well as partners’ competences and skills, was
defined in order to be developed or improved during the DECENTER project. For the latter,
the partners are planned to participate in standardization activities by both following the
progress of standardization that can impact the project adoption (ensuring that the project
development is in line with standards) and by identifying potential inputs to standards within
ad hoc groups ISO/IEC SC29 WG11, such as NNR, IoMT which are further elaborated in the
deliverable.
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2. Introduction
Deliverable D6.2 provides information about the project dissemination and communication
plans including the specification of the target dissemination groups, publication policy, event
planning and marketing. It represents a list of relevant communication opportunities ensuring
that all stakeholders are aware of dissemination opportunities and activities of each other.
Dissemination and communications activities are followed and recorded in dissemination
tables. It is an on-going deliverable with subsequent updated versions throughout the project
lifetime. As part of this deliverable, we will also report all updates of the DECENTER website.
This deliverable marks the second point of reporting on our dissemination and communication
activity in addition to outlining our overall strategy in this area. It continues the strategy laid
out in D6.1 Visual identity and project website and MS15 – the Initial dissemination and
communication strategy (M6) and describes the core elements of efforts to disseminate the
results of the DECENTER project.
The deliverable also provides a set of tables regarding the profile information of each partner;
the list of potential exploitable assets from the partners developed/improved during the
project, the competences and skills that will be improved thanks to the project and finally the
exploitation plan of each partner. This information will be updated every year and final results
will be reported in the Deliverable 6.5.

3. Dissemination and Communication Strategy
The DECENTER dissemination strategy follows the original commitments from the GANTT
chart and the initial plan outlined in milestone MS 15 that was agreed among the consortium
partners during the third project plenary meeting.
The dissemination (and exploitation) activities are considered of utmost importance to
strengthen the EU-Korea collaboration in the technological domains involving IoT, AI, Cloud
computing and Blockchain technologies, to maintain and extend collaborations on top of the
results obtained after the project lifetime. Besides achieving successfully this major expected
impact, the technological and economic development as well as the sustainability of the
deployed field trial applications will be optimized with the relevant stakeholders and pushed
further along with replication plans for other smart city candidates, smart-homes and safeworking environment initiatives as well as standardisation contributions.

3.1 DECENTER Project Initial Dissemination and Exploitation
Plan (DEP)
The initial Dissemination and Exploitation Plan presented in Table 1 for each target group and
related quantified performance indicators with target values to reach during the project lifetime.
The DEP was validated at the project start and will be updated once per year. At the end of
the first project year, the project partners consider DEP still relevant and up to date.
Table 1. Initial Dissemination and Communication Plan.
Target
groups

Group
description

General
public
(including

Public
and
private such as
city applications

Indicators
for
measuring
the
effectiveness of the
approach
Non-scientific
publications
(news
articles, press releases)

Min target
(project
end)

Feedbacks
expected

15

Main achievements
will be continuously
posted in order to
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industry and
SMEs)

Research
community

Standards
and
regulation
bodies

Trial
stakeholders
/ community
(including
end-users)

EU-Korean
initiatives
and policy
makers

developers,
cities, local and
national
authorities and
organizations

European and
Korean
researchers IoT,
AI and cloud
computing

Main
Target
groups
are
AIOTI,
OneM2M,
ISO/IEC, OSGi,
ETSI
MEC,
Open
Fog Consortium

Potential
endusers for each
field
trial
applications,
private or public
players in the
value
chain,
citizens’
organizations for
bottom-up
approach
and
citizens
for
public
e-consultation.
A
particular
attention will be
given
to
clustering with
projects already
financed by the
EU and
MSIT, under EUKR calls.

Newsletters
Video views
Followers
in
social
networks
Number of deliverables
downloaded
Booth in exhibitions
Publications
international
conferences
Publications
in
international journals
Co-organized
international workshops
Standardization groups
that the project interacts
with

4 newsletters
4 000
500

Participation
in
EU
commission’s
consultation and other
worldwide regulatory in
the field of interest
Number of training and
community events coorganized (webinars,
workshops, hackathons
etc.)
Number of end-users for
e- consultation
Use case replication in 2
trials or more

4

Participation to EU’s
concertation activities
Joint events with other
EU-Korea projects
Invitations
from
governmental institution
(embassy, etc.)

4

attract attention and
to
generate
interests
for
exploitation of
the results.

300
5
15 incl. 5
joint
(EU/KR)
3
4
4

10, with 2050
participants

1000 EU
/ KR
2

5

Adopting
results,
designing
new
collaborative
research proposals,
MoUs
signed
between research
and
industrial partners.
Including
latest
progress
on
standards
into
DECENTER
project,
similarly
promoting projects
achievements
into standards.

Raise awareness,
feedback
during
training activities,
increase
acceptance of the
applications
developed,
and
adoption
for
potential clients

Develop synergies
order
to
foster
common accepted
solutions in Europe
and in Korea.

5

The dissemination and communication activities are tailored to reach the key targets, which
will be further involved in the strategic and economic exploitation of the results and from which
the partners are willing to obtain a useful feedback. The target values for the indicators have
been set out considering the lessons learned from the preceding collaborative European ad
Korean projects successful dissemination. All technical deliverables have to be made public.
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3.2 Dissemination Activities
The consortium is committed and agrees to be active in dissemination as much as possible
throughout the whole duration of the project. The planned dissemination activities make a
significant contribution to the DECENTER project's visibility and are constantly adapted to the
current project activities.
The community building phase in the context of Smart Cities and other initiatives closely
related to DECENTER envisaged results will allow bringing the DECENTER project impact
beyond the project lifetime and put in place a replication strategy of the services/results from
the project towards similar use cases involving external stakeholders in future R&D and
business opportunities.

3.3 First Year Dissemination Activities
To support and achieve the overall strategy, Table 2 gives the timeline for the key
dissemination materials that were prepared progressively and which were distributed through
traditional communication channels such as the project website and scientific conferences as
well as through social media and newspapers.
The list of first year dissemination materials includes: Press releases, Flyer, Poster,
Newsletters, Deliverables lot and Scientific papers lots.
Table 2. Timeline for key dissemination materials and first year plan.
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According to the dissemination plan, a number of dissemination activities were carried out in
the first year. These were documented by the consortium partners by using dissemination
tables (see Annex). The dissemination tables are permanently accessible on a common online
depository (OnlyOffice), where the project partners can plan and document their individual and
joint dissemination activities.

3.3.1 Newsletter and Press releases
Newsletters and Press releases about the project were published in different media. The
newsletter is used as a vehicle to promote the project visibility, and to provide detailed
information about the work carried out and technical results of the project. Figure 1 shows
a CEA press release about DECENTER on their website dated 25 October 2018 and
Figure 2 shows an article published by UL in printed version of the main Slovenian
newspaper DELO dated 16 May 2019. News about the project are published in the section
NEWS on the project website. Figure 4 below shows examples of news about plenary
project meetings.

Figure 1. CEA press release about DECENTER project.
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Figure 2. DECENTER project presentation in the Slovenia’s Delo newspaper.

Figure 3: Samples of news.
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3.3.2 Leaflet, Poster and Banner
The leaflet (Figure 4) gives basic information on the DECENTER project including project
description, research problems and objectives to the general public. It also includes the
contact details and list of the Consortium partners. The main purpose of the leaflet is to make
stakeholders aware of the project, its expected achievements, and to provide the link to the
Website and contact information and to be distributed during the project lifetime at
conferences, workshops, seminars and any event in which the DECENTER partners
participate or to which they contribute. The first update of the leaflet has been prepared, and
a major one is planned for the second half of the project.

Figure 4. Updated DECENTER leaflet.

Figure 5. Updated DECENTER banner at the 3rd Korea-EU Coordinated Calls R&D
Conference 2018 in Seoul on the 12th October 2018.
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Figure 6. Updated DECENTER poster.
A banner (Figure 5) and a poster (Figure 6) are traditional static media to advertise the project
on certain locations for a certain period of time to the local public and to give out the basic
information about the project. Both media were slightly updated in their design in M6, major
update is planned together with an update of the flyer for the next period.

3.3.5 Deliverables lot
Deliverables are deposited on the Only Office project online depository. Copies of deliverables
marked as Public are published in the Accomplishments section on the project Website (Figure
7). This section will become more important in later stages of the project.

Figure 7. Screenshot of an Accomplishments section of a project website and D6.1
sample.

3.3.6 Scientific papers lots
Scientific articles are supposed and encouraged to be published in the Open Access in order
to be compliant with the general principle of the Horizon 2020 funding programs, mainly
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targeting publishers that provide ‘gold’ access, either by making the articles immediately
accessed online for free of charge, or by having each affiliated partner to cover the relevant
cost. Whenever the ‘gold’ access model cannot be applicable, we take the benefits of the
‘green’ model instead, by supplementary publishing the relevant articles to an online
repository, in consultation with the publisher, in case that an embargo period is needed. Most
convenient option is Zenodo, where a DECENTER tag is already available and been used for
some of the early project publications. Initial project publications are also published by several
scientific journals such as Sensors, ICE Journals, IEEE IoT Magazine, Electronics etc. and
also published at various professional conferences and congresses. List and links of
publications are documented in Only Office project online repository and in section
Accomplishments on project website where articles are arranged in three sections Journals,
Conferences and Newspapers. The list of publications and samples can be found in the annex
to this document.

3.3.7 Workshops and presentations
Workshops and presentations are one of the most powerful dissemination activities to reach
the research community in order to adopt the results, design new collaborative research
proposals. Individual presentations with original presentations of the partners are listed in the
dissemination table in annex.

Organising events:
IWSG 2019 11th International Workshop on Science Gateways
Ljubljana (SLO), 12-14 June 2019
Organizers: Vlado Stankovski, Uroš Paščinski, Janez Brežnik (UL)
Website: http://iwsg2019.eu, http://iwsg2019.eu/program/
Event facts (see Figure 8): 30 participants (from San Diego Supercomputing centre, Argonne
National Lab, Poznan Supercomputing and Networking Centre, WUT supercomputing center,
IBM, and similar); 3 keynote speakers;

Figure 8. IWSG 2019 workshop flyer and photo from the event.
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Trento Smart City labs and Trento Smart City
Trento (IT), 15th September 2018 and 20 th-22th September 2019
Coorganizer: Andrea Leveghi (TN)
Website: http://www.comune.trento.it/Aree-tematiche/Smart-city/Le-nostre-iniziative/TrentoSmart-City-Labs, http://www.comune.trento.it/Aree-tematiche/Smart-city/Cos-e-TrentoSmart-City, https://www.smartcityweek.it/
See Figure 9.

Figure 9. Trento Smart City Flyer.

Spring Broadcasting and Media Technology Workshop in 2019
Seoul (KR), 9th-10th May2019
Coorganizer: Myeong Hwan (LGU+)
Website: http://www.kibme.org/
See Figure 10.

Figure 10. Flyer of Spring Broadcasting and Media Technology Workshop event.
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New Media Service and Standard Technology in 5G Era
Seoul (KR), 30th, April,2019
Coorganizer: Myeong Hwan (LGU+)
Website: http://www.kics.or.kr/
See Figure 11.

Figure 11. Flyer of New media service and standard technology in 5G era workshop
event.
Presentations:
Immersive Media Workshop in 2019 (Innovative Smart Space and Media Life Service)
Seoul (KR), 9th-10th May2019
Speaker: Seungwoo Kum (KETI)
Title: Edge technologies for Smart Home Service
Website: http://www.kibme.org/
Presented recent AI service technologies on home network, and how DECENTER can be
utilized on smart home network service (see Figure 12).

Figure 12. Photo from Immersive Media Workshop in 2019 with speaker Seungwoo
Kum.
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3.3.8 Connections
The project connects with a number of related projects, which are published on the website
section Connections with Research and Innovation Projects, Programmes and
Initiatives (see Figure 13). The list has been updated and partners are encouraged to
communicate and connect with other research projects from EU end Korea.

Figure 13. Screenshot of a new section Connections on the project’s Website.
New connections were established in the first project year with some prominent projects such
as:
DITAS Data-intensive applications improvement by moving data and computation in mixed
cloud/fog environments (Horizon 2020 project) (see Figure 14).

Figure 14. Screenshot of related page of the project DITAS.
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3.3.9 Networking
Networking is one of the most important dissemination and communication activity to reach
the key targets like EU-Korean initiatives and policy makers with which it is necessary to
develop synergies in order to foster commonly accepted solutions in Europe and in Korea. A
particular attention is given to clustering with projects already financed by the EU and MSIT,
under EU- KR calls.
Participation in events:
3rd Korea-EU Coordinated Calls R&D Conference 2018
Seoul, Korea, 12th October 2018;
Paricipants: all consortium partners (see Figure 15).

Figure 15. Photo and flyer from the 3rd Korea-EU Coordinated Calls R&D Conference
2018 event.
ICT Vienna; Imagine Digital - Connect Europe
Vienna, 4-6th December 2018;
Paricipants: Levent Gurgen (CEA) Vlado Stankovski (UL)

Figure 16. The ICT 2018 Vienna event.
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Urban Technology Alliance launch event
Tokyo, Japan ,17 th December 2018
Paricipants: Levent Gurgen (CEA)
See Figure 17.

Figure 17. Information about the Urban Technology Alliance launch event.

Here are upcoming events that stakeholders intend to attend:
SCALCOM 2019 19th IEEE International Conference on Scalable Computing and
Communications
Leicester - UK, 19-23 August 2019
Participants: Vlado Stankovski (UL)
See Figure 18.

Figure 18. Information about SCALCOM 2019.
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Big Data Pipelines workshop 2019 (HiPC Conference)
Hyderabad, India, 17-20 December 2019
Link: https://hipc.org/bigdata/
Keynote speaker: Domenico Siracusa (FBK)
See Figure 19.
Notes: Post-proceedings from Big Data Pipelines workshop are expected in journal:
Software: Practice and Experience.

Figure 19. Banner for the Big Data Pipelines 2019 Workshop at HiPC.

Here are planned events that stakeholders intend to attend:
ICT Proposers’ Day (ICT Conference)
Helsinki, Finland, 19-20 September 2019
Paricipants: to be decided

Figure 20: Flyer for ICT Proporsers’ Day 2019.

GECON 2020 Conference
Ljubljana, Slovenia, September 2020
Paricipants: to be decided, co-organised by UL
Notes: chance for stakeholders to submit a paper and organize a dedicated DECENTER
session at this high-profile event.
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3.4 DECENTER Website
3.4.1 Website updates (M1-M12)
The project Website is regularly updated. Updates include regular updates of new
publications, news on the project and regular maintenance work.
New sections were added to help communicate project activities and links to related projects.
In a new section Connections with Research and Innovation Projects, Programmes and
Initiatives we added also a subsection to inform and promote project related conferences and
workshops (see Figure 21).

Figure 21. Screenshot of webpage new section Connections with Research and
Innovation Projects, Programmes and Initiatives.
Section Accomplishments was updated with new arrangement of categories in order to help
to differentiate and integrate publications and articles. Articles are now arranged in Journals,
Conferences and Newspapers (see Figure 22).
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Figure 22. Published articles are now listed under Journals, Conferences and
Newspapers subsections.
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3.4.2 Website statistics
At the 3rd plenary project meeting that took place on the Canary Island on 15 May 2019 the
project partners were informed about Website statistics including top visits, portals, platforms,
browser, top page, page trend and other that were obtained through Google analytic services
(see Figure 23).
Statistics show that visitors are most interested in published news from our plenary meetings,
especially containing pictures or graphic elements.

Figure 23. Summary of statistics from [M6], 3rd plenary meeting.
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Here are some important recently obtained statistics that we monitor, and which help us
improve our communication activities (via our project Website) See Figure 24-32.

Figure 24. DECENTER Website; statistics summary overview.

Figure 25. DECENTER webpage; category posts sorted by hits.
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Figure 26. DECENTER webpage; top 10 viewed pages.

Figure 27. DECENTER webpage; top 10 referring sites.
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Figure 28. DECENTER webpage; used browser.

Figure 29. DECENTER webpage; used platform.
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Figure 30. DECENTER webpage; category statistics chart.

Figure 31. DECENTER webpage; hits statistics chart.

Figure 32. DECENTER webpage; top 5 trending page statistics summary overview.
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3.5 Social Media Updates and Statistics
3.5.1 Facebook
Facebook (see Figure 33 and Figure 34) is used to spread and share news about the project
and related topics. Together with Twitter, they make a solid base of visitors and followers. The
activities are solid, but the partners are stimulated to post. Due to the initial phase of the
project, the Community is not yet large, but it is growing.

Figure 33. DECENTER Facebook screenshot and sample of community response
numbers.

Figure 34. DECENTER Facebook boost example.
In order to achieve greater reach, we used the booster service along with free job news, which
greatly increased reach and interest. Booster services have proven to help make Facebook
and home page more recognizable.
29
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3.5.2 Twitter
Twitter (see Figure 35) is considered to be the most active communication tool of the project.
News releases and other twits associated with the project are up-to-date and reach a wide
range of different profiles.

Figure 35. DECENTER Twitter page screenshots.
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4. Exploitation and Standardization Activities
This section provides a set of Tables 3-6 providing respectively: the profile information of
each partner; the list of potential exploitable assets from the partners developed/improved
during the project; the competences and skills that will be improved thanks to the project;
and finally the exploitation plan of each partner. These tables will be updated every year and
final results will be reported in the Deliverable 6.5.

Table 3. DECENTER partners' profiles.
ATOS

CEA

DW

FBK

1

Atos is a global leader in digital transformation with 120,000 employees in 73
countries and annual revenue of € 13 billion. European number one in Cloud,
Cybersecurity and High-Performance Computing, the Group provides end-toend Orchestrated Hybrid Cloud, Big Data, Business Applications and Digital
Workplace solutions through its Digital Transformation Factory.
With its cutting-edge technologies and industry knowledge, Atos supports the
digital transformation of its clients across all business sectors.
The Group is the Worldwide Information Technology Partner for the Olympic &
Paralympic Games and operates under the brands Atos, Atos Syntel and Unify.
Atos is listed on the CAC40 Paris stock index.
CEA is a world leading research institution, world’s 2nd most innovative
research institution1, according to Reuters. CEA’s technological divisions have
the main objective of transferring innovation to industry. Having the innovation
in its DNA, CEA’s LETI institute has already launched 54 startups to date. As
one of them, CEA-LETI serves as a bridge between basic research and industry.
His mission is to create value and innovate with industry. The core competencies
of Leti bring it in the core of the IoT and High Computing world combining low
power solution, nanoelectronics, sensors, connectivity technologies and
security. Backed by its portfolio of 2,800 patents, CEA-LETI partners with large
industrials, SMEs and startups to tailor advanced solutions that strengthen their
competitive positions and their high-tech image. The Institute has launched 54
startups to date. Its 8,500m² of latest-generation cleanroom space feature
200mm and 300mm wafer processing of micro and nano solutions for
applications ranging from space to smart devices. With a staff of more than
1,800 including 250 PhDs and post-docs, CEA-LETI is based in Grenoble,
France, and has offices in Silicon Valley and Tokyo.
Daliworks is an IoT company based out of Seoul focused on continued
development and expansion of the "Thing+" IoT platform, one of the leading
platforms for B2B IoT success stories in Korea. As an ICT company on the
leading edge of IoT platform technology, Daliworks actively works with some of
the largest enterprise companies in Korea on IoT projects. Daliworks' core
competencies and patents revolve around the successful implementation of IoT
technology in real-world environments and work processes. Daliworks has a
broad range of experience in it's project development and planning team and is
able to contribute to and execute the creation of solutions utilizing IoT
technology at any scale from SMB to enterprise requirements.
Fondazione Bruno Kessler (FBK) is a private non-profit research institution
subsidized by the Province of Trento (Italy). Being the result of a history that is

https://www.reuters.com/article/innovative-institutions-ranking/the-worlds-most-innovativeresearchinstitutions-2017-idUSL2N1GC1NG
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more than half a century old, through 2 scientific hubs, 7 Research Centres, 410
researchers, 2 specialized libraries, 7 laboratories, FBK aims to results of
excellence in science and technology with particular emphasis on
interdisciplinary approaches and to the applicative dimension, while aiming to
conduct technology transfer at the local, national and international industrial
level.
CREATE-NET (Centre for REsearch And Telecommunication Experimentation
for NETworked communities) is the FBK centre involved in DECENTER.
CREATE-NET’s mission is built around three key points that determine the
direction of its Research, Engineering and Innovation activities: Achieve
Research excellence in ICT, with focus on telecommunications; promote
technology transfers towards industry through engineering of technologies &
solutions; focus on key application areas and services with impact on quality of
life for the global society. The research activities of CREATE-NET are centered
on the paradigm of the "Digital Infrastructure of the Future”, considering that
Internet is becoming a big cloud facility where networking, sensing, processing
and storage could be modulated with an extremely high degree of flexibility to
properly support any kind of applications, anywhere and at any time.
Gluesys, in Anyang, Republic of Korea, is a private enterprise. Having the best
network storage software technology in South Korea, Gluesys has been
providing customized solutions to the customers from a wide range of industries
such as finance, telecommunication, government, and medicine. Gluesys is
keeping an eye towards the future of innovation and will put all efforts for the
advancement of ICT on both domestic and worldwide, along with constant
interest on its customers. Gluesys had been striving on storage software
development and its commercialization, but now more concentrating on edge
computing and IoT integration development.
KETI is an R&D institution specialized in the electronics & IT area under the
Ministry of Trade, Industry & Energy. Since its establishment in 1991, it has
given its best efforts toward the competitiveness of small and mid-sized
enterprises in Korea's flagship industries and new industries. There are 6
divisions, 2 brunches, 389 researchers in KETI. KETI reorganized its R&D
capabilities to develop market-oriented and practical technologies in order to
industrialize technologies in the theoretical and academic realm. In addition to
this, the accumulated core technologies are shared by incorporating SME’s
collaboration platforms. KETI has been listed on the Tomson Reuters 2012 top
100 global innovators.
Since its establishment on July 11, 1996, LG U + has been making a meaningful
change in the lives of its customers. We have steadily developed a combined
service consisting of mobile communication business, high-speed internet, VoIP
(data voice call) and IPTV service and various solutions and data service
business. In 2012, we established the world's first LTE nationwide network and
provided high-speed and high-quality service . In the 5G and IoT era, we will do
our best to create a new life value that will bring comfort, happiness and
convenience to our customers.
Robotnik started its activity in 2002 and is currently a leading company in the
European service robotics market. Robotnik is specialized in Mobile Robotics:
- Products: Robotics product manufacturing (mobile robot platforms, mobile
manipulators).
- Service Robotics Applications: (development of robots for performing
autonomous tasks for the wellbeing of humans or machines, excluding
manufacturing), principally Robots for Logistics and Robots for Inspection.
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Robotnik has a multidisciplinary engineering team, which is qualified in several
fields (computers, manufacturing, industrial, telecommunications, mechanics,
etc).
The business career has won the “FEVES 2015” award from the Federation of
Valencian Social Economy Enterprises, which recognizes the entrepreneurial
success and our contribution to the productive economy of Valencia.
Robotnik has also obtained the EIBT (Innovative and High-Tech Enterprise)
qualification, by the ANCES National Network, which recognizes Robotnik as a
high tech company, with an innovative environment and high professional and
technological
formation.
Moreover, the company won the “Jóvenes Emprendedores 2002 (Enterprising
Youth Award)”, given by “Fundación Bancaja”, which recognizes the resourceful
spirit of the company and the investment made in the development of products
and services.
Seoul National University (SNU) honors the ideals of liberal education and aims
to teach students a lifelong love of learning that will form the basis for continuous
personal growth. At the same time, it is committed to preparing students to work
and live in an increasingly competitive global environment. As South Korea's
first national university, SNU has a tradition of standing up for democracy and
peace on the Korean peninsula. Graduates have long served as public servants
in key positions of the Korean government. In teaching, research, and public
service, SNU continues to set the standard of excellence.
Intelligent Signal Processing Laboratory (ISPL) designs and researches
intelligent technologies for people to make better future. ISPL was founded in
1999 by professor Nam Ik Cho at the Seoul National University department of
electrical and computer engineering. It has been working on many valuable
research projects that based on analysis and implementation of advanced signal
processing algorithms. The main research area of ISPL is computer vision and
machine learning. As of 2018, It’s recent research topics are deep learning for
image processing and computer vision algorithm for image/video segmentation
and recognition. ISPL expect that it will show its matured competence and
accumulated experience in DECENTER. ISPL have abundant experience in
signal processing. Especially, it shows excellent performance in computer vision
and machine learning.
Trento is an Italian city of ca. 116.000 inhabitants located in Trentino‐ Alto
Adige/Südtirol between the valleys leading from the Brenner Pass to the
Dolomites, Garda Lake, Verona and Venice. Thanks to this geographical
location, Trento has historically represented an ideal bridge between the Italian
and the German culture. Today, Trento is a lively place, characterized by a plural
identity and committed to combine smart development and innovation with the
typical charm of an alpine city with valuable historical and cultural heritage. The
local economy is characterized by a modern service sector as well as by a quite
consolidated public‐ private partnership as evidenced by the presence of a
university with outstanding international character and excellent innovative
research centers. Moreover, Trento is positioned at the top of Italian cities'
rankings concerning aspects like the education system, business and job
opportunities, quality of life, the satisfaction of public services and environmental
sustainability.
The municipality employs ca. 1.500 collaborators and it is organized in three
areas: Human, financial and instrumental resources; Citizen services; Technical
area of the territory. The broad spectrum of interventions of the Municipality
includes strategic areas, such as social cohesion, economic development,
urban security, education and training, youth policy, culture and libraries, sports,
urban mobility, land management and environment. Parts of the interventions
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are carried out through subsidiary companies and a close partnership with the
Third Sector. The mission of the Municipality is to produce well‐ being and
provide quality services for its employees and for citizens.
In this view, since 2001, the Municipality has undergone a process to introduce
total quality management (EFQM and CAF) in its organization.
Trento is one of the seven European cities - along with Helsinki, Stockholm,
Berlin, London, Eindhoven and Paris - hosting a co‐ location of the EIT ICT Labs
and one of the Knowledge and Innovation Community of the European
Institute of Innovation & Technology. EIT ICT Labs is the strategic initiative
aimed to drive European leadership in ICT innovation for economic growth and
quality of life. With the purpose to encourage its vocation of trials and
experimentations territory, in May 2014 the Municipality of Trento applied to the
“IEEE Smart Cities Initiative” with the support of the University of Trento, the
innovation center Trento Rise and the IEEE Italy Section. The quality of the
project presented by the Municipality of Trento was recognized by the IEEE
Smart Cities Initiative selection process.
University of Ljubljana (UL) is the oldest and the largest university in Slovenia
with about 40,000 students. According to the Spanish Webometrics, UL takes
2nd place among Central and Eastern European Universities.
UL consists of 23 faculties and three art academies. Department of Construction
Informatics at Faculty of Civil and Geodetic Engineering (FCGE) is leading in
Slovenia in the domains of Semantics, Cloud and distributed computing, and the
general software services domain bearing in mind the extensive number of its
past RIAs and the connection to the Slovenian National Grid Initiative. FCGE
performs applied research for the civil engineering domain.
UL has experience in participation and coordination of EU projects. In FP6, UL
coordinated the InteliGrid, and technically managed the DataMiningGrid project.
In FP7, UL participated in the mOSAIC project in Cloud computing under which
it developed Cloud applications applying machine learning techniques for
earthquake modelling, Cloud applications for investigation of solids and fluids
interactions (coupled engineering problems) and IoT related applications. In the
H2020 project SWITCH in software engineering for Cloud, IoT and Big Bata, UL
developed an Autonomous Self-Adaptive Platform for high QoS of time-critical
Cloud applications. For the H2020 ENTICE project UL developed knowledge
management technology for federations of Virtual Machine Image repositories,
and led the integration tasks. As of 2016, UL is a founding member of the
Consortium Supercomputing Centre of Slovenia, and takes part in two flagship
smart home projects of the Slovenia’s Smart Specialization: IQ Home and
TIGR4SMART. In the past years, UL organised the CLASS (Cloud Assisted
ServiceS) conference series. UL also contributes to the Living Lab of the
InnoRenew Centre of Excellence on smart wood, which will soon establish a
data centre in the Primorska region of Slovenia as part of Slovenia’s smart wood
chain (employing Big Data analysis techniques). UL also took leadership in the
ZeVS national project, and developed an Open Knowledge Base for Energy in
Buildings, which is a knowledge base based on OWL/RDF technologies of the
Lod2.eu project.
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ATOS

CEA

DW

Atos is developing the SLALite, an automatic tool that manages SLAs in both
Edge and Fog environments.
An important feature that Atos Will be developing in the contest of DECENTER
is the ability for SLA management to interact with blockchain technologies. This
will enable improvements in trustworthiness in rich distributed Edge, Fog and
Cloud systems.
CEA is bringing two main assets to the project, namely sensiNact IoT platform
and sensiNact Studio, which will be leveraged by the DECENTER project
outcomes.
sensiNact is an IoT platform, particularly dedicated to the smart city domain. It
provides support for various IoT protocols and platforms in order to provide a
homogenous view over heterogeneous data sources available in the city
environments. sensiNact Studio is a tool to monitor manage devices and build
rule-based applications exploiting the resources (sensing, actuating, computing)
of devices. DECENTER project will give the opportunity for sensiNact, to be
leveraged by innovative, beyond SOTA, technical features such as distributed
orchestration of edge devices and intelligence in the edge approach. It will give
the opportunity to sensiNact to validate those features within the project pilots
in close to real-life conditions from various application domains such as smart
home and smart city, thus increasing its maturity (e.g., TRL) level. The results
of the validation of the platform will help CEA to determine the robustness of the
approach and clarify issues related social acceptance, economical context,
technical challenges, target activity sectors, etc.
Daliworks will mainly provide it's IOT platform, Thing+, in support of UC4 mainly
(though the platform can be used by any UC), as well as technical support and
development alongside. The results gained by combining the innovative
features of DECENTER with the Thing+ IoT platform will allow Daliworks to
determine the feasibility of deploying their platform alongside a Decentralized
system. As well, the use of AI in the IoT industry is important, and experiences
with the interconnection of Thing+ with the AI-related systems of DECENTER
will allow Daliworks great insight into the effectiveness of this technology in the
real world.
Additionally, Daliworks will support the evaluation and usage of the "Logchain"
technology currently being developed by the "OCEAN" consortium and in part
by Daliworks towards ensuring the reliability and trust of IOT-related data, where
this functionality is required.
Logchain is an IOT blockchain technology that focuses on the implementation
of Dynamic Blind Vote-based consensus using a blockchain and is highly
suitable for the usage in most IoT projects, where a large number of low-power
and low-compute devices must work together, in a trusted way, to achieve goals.
Usage of the Logchain will give Daliworks the chance to validate the
effectiveness of the technology in real-world IoT related application domains,
and will help Daliworks to clarify issues related to technical and business-related
challenges to the usage of the technology.
It is currently understood that the Logchain technology will fill a secondary, or
tertiary role, where, specifically, data reliability & trust is of concern. This
technology cannot replace Ethereum (within the timeline of this project), and so
will be implemented where necessary, instead of forming the main base of the
project's blockchain.
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FBK brings an asset to the project, i.e., a fog computing platform called
FogAtlas, and its deep expertise on blockchain technologies.
FogAtlas (https://fogatlas.fbk.eu/) is a software framework aiming to manage a
geographically distributed and decentralized cloud computing infrastructure
providing computational, storage and network services close to the data sources
and the users, embracing the fog computing paradigm. FogAtlas is able to
manage the so-called cloud-to-thing continuum offering service-aware workload
placement and zero-touch provisioning. It is an evolution of the well-known
paradigms of IaaS and PaaS adding the concept of “locality” to the traditional
cloud computing model and easing the operations of a fog computing
infrastructure. FogAtlas relies on open source technologies like OpenStack,
Docker, Kubernetes, Ansible, Grafana and OpenVPN.
DECENTER outcomes will be leveraged by FBK to extend FogAtlas
functionalities to natively support the deployment of Artificial Intelligence
applications in the cloud-to-things continuum and to enable a blockchain-based
resource sharing at the edge of the network. Another important opportunity
offered by DECENTER will be the possibility to enrich data acquisition and other
IoT features offered by the fog computing platform, by allowing the integration
of existing IoT platforms FogAtlas.
Related to blockchain technologies, the expected outcome will be to assess
suitability of private and public blockchains in addressing the specific
requirements stemming from sharing resources in edge computing scenarios.
Blockchains in DECENTER aim to incentivise sharing of unallocated resources
by proposing a reward. Problems we face are related to the sustainability of the
proposed rewarding system (who and why will run the needed infrastructure,
pros and cons of using private vs. public blockchains) as well as the timing
involved in all the transactions. The activities in DECENTER will help the FBK
team to experiment and achieve further competences in this promising domain.
The exploitation will be mainly in gaining visibility at international level through
articles and conference participation / publications.
Gluesys will make use of the DECENTER project outcomes on our smart
platform development which includes edge IoT computing technology and
VSaaS project.
The numerous demands and projects on ultra-low latency and intelligent
services are growing due to the recent technological trend on edge computing,
IoT, AI, and data distribution/analytics, and the experiences and skills earned
throughout the DECENTER project will help Gluesys to engage new
developments and projects related in such applied technological area.
KETI will develop Containerized AI application framework based on DECENTER
platform, which will be used to deploy intelligence onto any cloud or fog nodes.
Containerized AI application framework will provide several intuitive methods to
deploy and manage intelligence on the cloud or fog nodes. First, it will enable
containerization of AI methods systematically, by providing base container for
AI methods containerization. Second, it will provide uniform interface to build
microservices for AI methods. Also, partitioning of AI models will be provided to
bring efficient usage of Edge resources.
LGU+ will Develop Requirements analysis and UCD of DECENTER platform,
which include edge IoT technology and AI technology.
LGU+ develop various use cases in building using AI-based camera and find
ways to commercialize them.
ROBOTNIK, as European service robotics company, is very interested in the
exploitation of DECENTER outcomes. They will be used to improve and
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enhance the capabilities of ROBOTNIK applications in service mobile robotics,
directly applying them into a new market niche as the robotic logistics. The new
capabilities offered by DECENTER project will improve ROBOTNIK‘s global
market visibility and provide great industrial relevance in the field of logistics.
SNU will support to design an efficient method for mapping machine learning
algorithms onto cloud-edge-things such as splitting AI models for edges or
clouds. Also, AI algorithms will be developed for Smart Home use cases
solutions. To be detail, human detection AI algorithm and member verification
will be used for the use case solutions. We will support partners to integrate the
fog Platform with AI.
The Municipality of Trento (Comune di Trento) plans to leverage on results of
DECENTER by targeting improved services for its citizens. Besides such a
direct impact, Trento involvement in this project will also be aimed at
strengthening its vocation in supporting trials and experimentation on its
territory, enhancing the validation activities currently taking place at the Smart
City Lab @ “quartiere Vela” (one of Trento city-quarters).
DECENTER results will also be exploited to ensure a sustained reputation within
the IEEE Smart Cities Initiative which Trento is part of.
As part of DECENTER WP3 activities UL will develop a Resource Selector
component which takes an application topology and its non-functional
requirements as an input and performs resource planning, infrastructure
selection, matchmaking and resource allocation. It has to calculate the required
resources for the application, find sufficient infrastructure vertically and/or
horizontally to run the application and map the application's components to the
set of nodes. The operations of Resource Selector span across multiple
clusters, each of which is operated by Kubernetes orchestrator. It counterparts
Kubernetes' scheduler component as it performs inter-cluster decisions and at
the same time depends on it for taking fine-grained intra-cluster decisions, in
case a cluster contains a multitude of nodes that all satisfy the non-functional
requirements. Resource Selector also depends on other DECENTER's Fog
platform components for solicitation of available infrastructure and individual
resources within as well as for taking actions once the applications' components
have been assigned to the satisfactory set of nodes. A crucial part of Resource
Selector is a scheduling algorithm which by given application constraints and a
list of available resources has to find a good-enough assignment of applications'
components to nodes, which alone is an NP-hard problem to solve optimally.
As part of DECENTER WP4 activities the consortium will design and implement
a repository of Artificial Intelligence models. UL will contribute to this data
management aspect by designing and implementing the necessary templates
and interfaces which will allow to perform access management of the repository
by leveraging Smart Contracts. The outcome will be a set of Smart Contract
templates and interfaces to the existing database management systems and
storage to make access management possible.
As a use case owner, UL will design and develop an application prototype for
smart and safe construction. The application will utilise IoT devices deployed
on-site at a construction site as providers of data streams, of which video
streams will be the most commonly used. Data streams will be processed by the
Artificial Intelligence methods that will extract features and obtain high-level
semantic about the on-site activities. In a form of notifications on a smart phone,
it will supplement a construction site supervisor with information such as face
verification, vehicle type and colour recognition, safety equipment detection,
weather condition, and tools stock.
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As part of DECENTER WP2 activities UL will provide an abstract models of
resource models and service-level agreements (SLAs) that can be used as part
of specification languages or serve as a basis for data models in Fog platforms.

Table 5. DECENTER partners' competences and skills improved.
ATOS

CEA

DW

FBK

GLSYS

KETI

LGUP

DECENTER provides the opportunity to gain and improve competences related
with Fog Computing platforms. Atos will also improve the skills and knowledge
on the edge robotics platform to set up the foundations for potential commercial
solutions for major clients on Manufacturing, Transport and retail.
The SLALite has been identified as a a key asset with high potential to be
implemented within the company as a service for hosted applications.
DECENTER provides the opportunity to sensiNact team to improve its
competences and know-how in terms of resource orchestration and artificial
intelligence in the edge. The various expertise and tools available in the project
enhances the team’s skills in this domain. Besides, having various stakeholders
from Europe and Korea provides valuable feedback to the team, not only from
the technical point of view, but also non-technical ones such as social
acceptance and business modelling.
DECENTER will provide to the Daliworks team valuable conversations and
expertise transfer that will help them to improve know-how in implementation of
decentralized IoT projects and the usage of AI alongside. The tools and
programs created during the project will also enhance the Daliworks' team ability
to implement similar and evolved projects when doing business modeling with
partners in Korea and abroad.
DECENTER provides the opportunity to enhance FBK knowledge on scheduling
and placement of AI-based applications running in the cloud-to-things
continuum. The collaboration with relevant European and Korean stakeholders
is of paramount importance for FBK team, which will strongly rely on technical
feedbacks from DECENTER partners with the objective of enhancing FBK
assets both with respect to management of distributed infrastructures and to
blockchain technologies towards more mature and extended (in terms of
functionalities) solutions.
DECENTER will allow FBK to train one PhD student or junior researcher on the
relevant research activities to prepare the next generation of skilled scientist/
engineers on the DECENTER-related fields. The knowledge obtained within the
project can also be spread to partners’ personnel that are not directly involved
in the project, by organizing in-house training sessions or inviting them to
internal workshops.
DECENTER will provide Gluesys’ team the R&D skills and competence in terms
of resource orchestration of container-based edge-cloud environment, AI, and
data distribution/analysis. The skills, technologies, and tools from the
DECENTER project will bring Gluesys’ R&D team with new insights and
technological enhancement, which will lead to our development of effective and
intelligent smart platform product.
DECENTER will provided KETI the opportunity of improving competence and
skills in terms of resource orchestration and IoT data management. The
containerized AI application framework will use benefits from resource
orchestration and IoT, as well as blockchain technology. Tools and facilities
available in the project for resource orchestration will enhance KETI’s skills for
cloud domain. Also, discussions and feedbacks from partners from various
areas with different background will improve KETI’s ability for R&D cooperation.
LGU+ is engaged in the planning and execution of mobile communication, home
and corporate communication business, network and sales network
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management centered on headquarter located in Yongsan and in the building
of Sangam-dong located in Magok Science Park and mobile office. We are
responding to customer inquiries regarding subscription, installation, and use of
services through our Customer Center, Internet, IPTV, and Telephone Customer
Center.

ROB

SNU

TN

UL

In particular, we are conducting home CCTV business using WiFi camera in
home business field, and now we are evolving into intelligent home CCTV.
The new capabilities offered by DECENTER project will improve ROBOTNIK‘s
global market visibility and provide great industrial relevance in the field of
logistics.
DECENTER will provide SNU the opportunity to enhance SNU knowledge and
skills in terms of architecture of AI algorithms well suited for edge-cloud
environments.
DECENTER provides the opportunity to Municipality of Trento to improve its
competence on international project and enhance acknowledgment about
security on safe pedestrian crossing.
UL will gain new competences in the areas of AI which is a necessary
prerequisite for building applications for smarter and safer construction. The
Digital Twin is another area of competence, which is new and necessary for UL.
UL will enhance its design process of smart IoT based applications.

Table 6. DECENTER partners' individual exploitation plans and strategy.
ATOS

CEA

39

The SLALite is a tool created to automatically manage SLAs in Fog and Edge
computing environments. It is defined as a lightweight SLA Management
system that allows the creation, development and assessment of SLAs
between partners. It has been designed to be lightweight and effective and be
able to run at the Edge and in constrained environments.
The actual Technology Readiness Level in TRL 7, Atos’ objective with the SLA
Lite is to integrate it with Blockchain in order to develop storage technology.
The roadmap of exploitation for the SLALite will start with the deep analysis of
the tool on behalf of the Innovation Hub team, in order to identify its main value
proposition. Once that this task is done, the team’s intention is to promote it
internally in order to integrate it with existing tools or to use the tool to test new
functionalities that could be integrated in other tools of Atos portfolio in a second
stage.
sensiNact follows the open source model for its exploitation. The core of the
sensiNact platform is being provided as open source, while the tools and
libraries for bringing intelligence, as well as the IoT service creation tool,
sensiNact Studio, will be value added extensions.
One of the main “pains” in the smart city business today is the integration effort,
time and maintenance of smart city infrastructures. These namely consist of
heterogeneous and un-interoperable IoT devices, regulatory systems, social
networks, web applications, etc. in addition to the difficulties of integration with
the cities' existing information systems. Today, lack of open, no vendor-lock-in
platforms and easy-to-use tools are one of the main barriers for the take-off of
smart cities. sensiNact enables interoperability among a larger set of IoT
protocols and platforms, which allows gaining considerable time, effort and
consequently reducing developments costs and increase time to market of
smart city applications.
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CEA will commercially exploit the platform with its industrial and city partners.
The core of the sensiNact platform will be provided as open source, while the
tools and libraries for bringing intelligence, as well as the IoT service creation
tool, sensinact Studio, will be value added extensions.. Its market strategy is
based on creating smart city ecosystems at national and international levels
and accompanying the cities for their digital transformation. In addition, CEA
will exploit the project results within the relative initiatives such as the Industrial
Internet Consortium, OSGi Alliance as well as the Urban Technology Alliance,
a smart city related, testbed oriented consortium, which it is leading with its
European and Korean partners.
Daliworks intends to utilize the DECENTER project outcomes and exploit it in
collaboration with it's partners in the enterprise IoT space. It's distribution
strategy will be based around initially running trials and proof of concepts with
pre-existing partners to prove out the value evident in initial Decenter use
cases, as well as related documentation from WP2 business models, and then
bridge from those initial successes to implementation of full commercial-scale
projects with both existing and new partners.
In addition, Daliworks will work with it's hardware partners to open up new
avenues of value, evolving the success stories that will be evident from the
successful completion of the Decenter use cases, and their installation.
Marketing and sales will also be directed through these partners' sales
channels, and should allow a large market to be reached.
Daliworks expects to define new "IOT Solutions" around the intersection
between it's "Thing+" IOT platform, and Decenter. Through new functionality
and value provided by Decenter, direct exploitation together with service
partners can be achieved.
Exploitation will be focused around the "Smart Factory" and "Smart Farming"
verticals in Korea, with plans to expand to other countries where Daliworks
maintains relationships with partners, mainly in Asia Pacific.
FBK is a research center that pursues innovation among its key objectives, with
an ever-increasing focus on distributed Cloud services, IoT and Artificial
Intelligence in a Smart City context. Research, development, integration and
validation in tight collaboration with the Municipality of Trento within the Smart
City Lab Vela will strengthen FBK exploitation of its fog computing platform
asset (i.e., FogAtlas) and the definition of cross-border edge federation
solutions through blockchains and the design of distributed / reduced-footprint
AI algorithms for various applications. FBK activities are also expected to
produce exploitable results in terms of knowledge to be used for consultancy
and industrial collaboration purposes. FBK is an official member of the EIT ICT
Labs initiative and will assess potential go-to-market opportunities together with
the key stakeholders in the consortium and other potential adopters of the
DECENTER concepts and technologies.
To achieve the defined FBK exploitation intentions (Section 2.4), FBK will:
 Use results as proof point and promotion of FBK as leading expertise
center on distributed Clouds, blockchain technologies and distributed AI
algorithms. Via the joint work with Municipality of Trento, it will aim to
exploit results in other cities through other Smart City associations and
presence at international events in both, Europe and Korea;


Enrich with additional innovative features existing assets (i.e., the
FogAtlas fog computing platform) and showcase them to relevant
industrial events;
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Ride the wave of blockchain-based resource sharing solutions
popularity with concrete implementations that show the value to
industrial counterparts of using such decentralizing technologies as the
level of distribution increases;

Make IPR through all kinds of possibilities such as patents on techniques and
developed algorithms/models, copyrights on software and developed protocols,
and demonstrations to industry through showcase activities.
Gluesys aims to exploit the outcomes from DECENTER project to strengthen
Gluesys’ edge-fog computing platform and willing to suggest and collaborate
with our business partners of various industries. The demands derive from the
requirement on the ability to provide numerous services in heterogeneous
system environment, and Gluesys’ intention is to provide the solution, the Smart
Platform, to such requirements. Gluesys’ Smart Platform will have the ability to
collect, process, and analyze the overflowing data from different edge
platforms, such as Smart Farms, Smart Factories, and VSaaS (Video
Surveillance as a Service) platform, that are distributed across different regions.
Gluesys will also focus on the commercialization of its own cloud services, the
MaaS and the VSaaS platform, which will be integrated with the Smart Platform.
The MaaS will be able to support the platform with high level of system
monitoring, management, and predictive analytics through AI and will
collaborate with the VSaaS platform, which provides video/IoT surveillance
service as well as customer analytics powered by AI. Through this, Gluesys will
search for potential business opportunities such as the livestock/farming
industries and other industry platforms and will build its own use case scenarios
for the Smart Platform which will be evident from the success of the
DECENTER use cases
Through this project, GLUESYS expects to adapt any other site of Thigs+(eg,
between smart farms(included plant, animal), smart factory, and so on) from
developing of resource monitoring between another Platforms. Also expects to
adapt our interested & related exploitation at the technical industry part(eg,
implementation of smart platforms, edge computing platforms, energy control
platforms, medical assist platforms, etc.) from that know-how about integration
and demonstration of DECENTER(decentralized technologies for orchestrated
cloud-to-edge intelligence).

KETI

Intelligence distribution is quite an issue on various fields such as smart home,
smart factory, smart farm, etc. Once a model is trained, which means
intelligence is ready, it needs to be deployed to the field, and managed in a
systematic way. KETI’s outcome from DECENTER project will provide a
common framework to deploy intelligence regardless of its business domain,
which can be applied to various business models.
KETI will commercially exploit the platform with its partners. KETI serves as a
growth platform for companies by strengthening their competitiveness by
transferring technologies which are acquired with R&D activities. The technical
outcome of KETI will be transferred to its partners and KETI will collaborate with
its partners to customize the framework. KETI is going to provide the source
code, know-hows, guidelines to adopt the project result to a specific business
model.
To reach more industry partners who are in needs of intelligence delivery
technology of DECENTER, KETI will participate exhibitions and conferences.
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LGUP

ROB

KETI holds technology commercialization conference several times a year,
visiting many cities in Korea. The outcome of DECENTER will be presented in
the conference from the 2 ndproject year in those conferences. Also, KETI plans
to joint multiple exhibitions such as Korea Electronics Show (KES), which is
one of the biggest exhibitions in Korea.
Also, KETI will reach research societies to populate the outcome of
DECENTER. Research societies such as Korean Institute of Communications
and Information Sciences(KICS) and Korean Institute of Broadcast and Media
Engineers(KIBME) are deeply related to the DECENTER’s technology. Papers
and speeches will be given to explain the benefit of DECENTER for intelligence
delivery onto orchestrated resources. Already one speech is scheduled on one
of the workshops of KIBME.
LGU + is expected to acquire edge technology that can be applied to the home
business area of the wired base and to expand it to MEC technology that can
be applied in the future wireless based mobile business field.
Through the user case analysis of this task, we can obtain various application
cases and help to develop an edge platform that can realize them.
Robotnik as a European service robotics company is very interested in the
exploitation of the Decenter results.
The outcomes from Decenter project will be exploited to provide to robots the
possibility to derive computation to the edge or to the cloud to free
computational load locally and to offer new methodologies based on the
information gathered all the robots.
Through this project, Robotnik expects to externalize workloads related with
image and sensor processing on edge computing resources, potentially
offloading computation on the Cloud. This allows for the system to offload high
level services which are typically executed on the robots, thus releasing
computational load inside them. Thanks to this, it is possible to reduce the
hardware specification installed inside the robot saving costs and at the same
time maximizing the performance of sensors and allowing to dedicate more
computation to local algorithms as the same time as provide a shared platform
onto which robots can share knowledge.

SNU

TN

SNU as an educational institution is not well capable of and does not have a
concrete initial plan of exploiting or standardizing the outcome of DECENTER.
However, we are seeking the opportunity to apply for a patent of feasible AI
application from DECENTER outcome.
SNU will concentrate on conducting research on suitable architecture of AI
application The outcome from the project will be disseminated through
publishing papers on conferences or journals related to machine learning or
computer vision.
SNU is seeking the opportunity to apply for a patent of feasible AI application
from DECENTER outcome. SNU will concentrate on conducting research on
suitable architecture of AI application The outcome from the project will be
disseminated through publishing papers on conferences or journals related to
machine learning or computer vision
Once that Decenter use case about safe pedestrian crossing will be well tested,
stable and secure Municipality of Trento will extend with FBK this solution in
different area of Trento starting from those with the highest degree of accidents.
Thanks to DECENTER Municipality of Trento will enhance the level of security
about road crossing, first in Vela (our testing area) and then in different place
in Trento.
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UL

We will publish some press release and also we will use our social account
(Trento Smart CIty on Facebook @trentosmart on Twitter) to emphasize our
use case. Also we will use the website of Municipality of Trento for publish
updates and news about our Use Case.
The Department of Construction Informatics at Faculty of Civil and Geodetic
Engineering of the University of Ljubljana (UL) plans to exploit the new
knowledge gained in the implementation of Big Data Pipelines for Fog-Edge
computing and the newly developed DECENTER smart and safe construction
applications in new projects of the Slovenia’s smart specialization programme,
particularly in Smart Homes, Smart Cities and Communities and Industry 4.0 in
which it is engaged. UL will use the newly developed DECENTER architecture
to enhance the subject 'Developing distributed engineering applications' subject
in its 3rd degree Bologna courses, with new material. UL will promote
DECENTER in the SLING supercomputing consortium of Slovenia in which it
participates, and through the organisation of workshops such as IWSG 2019.
UL will leverage DECENTER's Fog Computing Platform in its consultancy
activity to construction companies that need to implement trustful IoT-based
applications for which QoS aspects are major concern in the engineering
domains.

Another important exploitation target in the project is standardization. The objective is to
identify potential standardisation opportunities related to the DECENTER technical results
and to promote the possible contribution in the different groups and alliances, related to IoT,
cloud and AI. The project will participate to standardization activities by both following the
progress of standardization that can impact the project adoption (ensuring that the project
development is in line with standards) and by identifying potential inputs to standards within
organisations such as OneM2M, OSGi, OMG, ITU, W3C, ISO, IEC, IEEE, IETF. The following
table summarizes partners’ standardisation activities and intentions.
Table 7. DECENTER partners' standardisation plans.
CEA

KETI

2
3

CEA is member of the OSGi Alliance2, which is a standardisation organisation
for building modular service oriented software. CEA is participating to its IoT
Expert Group to bring its vision and report requirements from the DECENTER
project’s use cases.
CEA is also a founding member of the Urban Technology Alliance 3, which is a
global network of cities, industry and NPO getting together to organise smart
city deployments. Having onboard several European and Korean partners, CEA
is aiming at replicating the project deployments in other member cities of the
UTA.
The technical areas which are related to DECENTER covers very wide range
from IoT, cloud, and Blockchain to AI. Standardization takes an important role
to make proper interaction between those different technologies, and to build a
converged technology. There are several standardization bodies who are
interested in those cross-domain areas, and KETI will contribute for the
standardization to exploit the result of DECENTER.
ISO/IEC SC29 (Coding of audio, picture, multimedia and hypermedia
information) is one of candidate standardization body. WG11, one of its working
group, is actively working on the integration of media technology with new ones.
Internet of Media Things (IoMT), which is published IS in the title of ‘ISO/IEC

www.osgi.org
www.urbantechnologyalliance.org
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23093, Internet of Media Things’, describes the interface of media analyzer
functionality from the viewpoint of IoT technology. Compression of neural
network representation is also under consideration of the same group, which
investigates delivering intelligence in efficient way.
KETI has been working on the IoMT since its beginning, and will keep
contribution on defining media-related IoT. KETI already submitted a few inputs
related to DECENTER in last 126th meeting, and started working on the 2nd
edition of IoMT.
Several contributions on those groups are made, and details are as follows.
 M43520: Analysis of Neural Network Type Conversion with
TensorRT and Proposal of Neural Network Performance
Metrics (submitted to and accepted by NNR ad-hoc group of
ISO/IEC SC29 WG11)
This contribution presents a performance test result between quantized
model and normal model based on Nvidia Jetson TX2 and proposes
several metrics for neural network representation.

ROB

TN



M44968: APIs, Data format and Classification Scheme of MLight for
IoMT (submitted to IoMT ad-hoc group of ISO/IEC SC29 WG11)
This contribution proposes an IoMT device type; MLight. It includes
APIs for MLight to interact with other media-related things.



M44969: APIs, Data format and Classification Scheme of
MusicFrequencyAnalyzer for IoMT (submitted to IoMT ad-hoc group of
ISO/IEC SC29 WG11)
This
contribution
proposes
an
IoMT
device
type;
MusicFrequencyAnalyzer. This IoMT device present audio analysing
functionality with IoT protocol.



M47693: MFaceRegionDetector (submitted to IoMT ad-hoc group of
ISO/IEC SC29 WG11)
This
contribution
proposes
an
IoMT
device
type;
MFaceRegionDetector. This IoMT device present face region detection
functionality with IoT protocol.



M47962: MFaceVerifier (submitted to IoMT ad-hoc group of ISO/IEC
SC29 WG11)
This contribution proposes an IoMT device type; MFaceVerifier. This
IoMT device present face verification functionality with IoT protocol.

Robotnik takes into account the standards ISOs defined in relation with the
robotic field as ISO 10218:2011(Robots and robotic devices: Safety
requirements for industrial robots) and EN 1525:1997 (Safety of industrial
trucks) to manufacture their own robots.
In the future novelties on service robotics will be managed by the Technical ISO
Committee. This committee is working on new norms like ISO/CD 22166:
"Robotics- Modularity for service robots" which is still being defined and is not
accessible so far.
Municipality of Trento defines a set of requirements of the smart pedestrian
crosswalk use case) and the related specific implementation needed to spread
the solution in different area of Trento adapting the solution according to specific
needs. The input can feed several standardisation organisations
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OASIS Topology and Orchestration Specification for Cloud Applications
(TOSCA) is a standard specification towards which UL would like to contribute.
UL was already working with TOSCA in the course of the SWITCH project.
Under DECENTER UL still plans to use TOSCA to specify Fog applications,
which perform Artificial Intelligence methods on video streams. We also want
to use Smart Contracts in the context of Artificial Intelligence data
management and to realise Service-Level Agreements for our new
DECENTER Fog Computing Platform. Hence, we believe we can make quality
contribution to the work of the OASIS TOSCA.
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5. Abbreviations/Glossary
WP - Work package
HTTP - HyperText Transfer Protocol
SEO - Search Engine Optimisation
VM - Virtual Machine
CMS - Content Management System
SQL - Structured Query Language
KVM - Kernel-based Virtual Machine
RAM - Random-Access Memory
SSL - Secure Sockets Layer
TLS - Transport Layer Security
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6. Annex
6.1 Deliverables and Articles
6.1.1 Deliverables
D1.1 Public Project Presentation (M1)
D1.2 Project handbook with strategic plan for quality assurance and risk management (M2)
D6.1 Visual identity and project website (M2)

Figure 36. D1.1 Public Project Presentation (M1); first page.

Figure 37. D6.1 Visual identity and project website (M2) first page.
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6.1.2 Articles
Journals
1. Article: A

2.

3.

4.

5.

HETEROGENEOUS IOT DATA ANALYSIS FRAMEWORK WITH
COLLABORATION OF EDGE-CLOUD COMPUTING: FOCUSING ON INDOOR
PM10 AND PM2.5 STATUS PREDICTION, Jaewon Moon, Seungwoo Kum and
Sangwon Lee, accepted for publication at MDPI Sensors.
Article: A PLATFORM PROVIDING INTERACTIVE SIGNAGE BASED ON EDGECLOUD COOPERATION: Jaewon Moon, Seungwoo Kum, Sangwon Lee, Korean
Journal of Internet Computing and Services, Journal of Internet Computing and
Services (KRO), vol.20, no.2, pp. 39-49, 2019.
Article: A REVIEW OF TECHNOLOGIES AND APPLICATIONS FOR SMART
CONSTRUCTION: Matej Štefanič and Vlado Stankovski, Proceedings of the Institution
of Civil Engineers – Civil Engineering, vol. 172, issue 2, pp. 83-87, 2019.
Article: A CAPILLARY COMPUTING ARCHITECTURE FOR DYNAMIC INTERNET
OF THINGS ORCHESTRATION OF MICROSERVICES FROM EDGE DEVICES TO
FOG AND CLOUD PROVIDERS: Salman Taherizadeh, Vlado Stankovski and Marko
Grobelnik, MDPI Sensors, vol. 18, issue 9, 2018.
Article: FORMAL QUALITY OF SERVICE ASSURANCES, RANKING AND
VERIFICATION OF CLOUD DEPLOYMENT OPTIONS WITH A PROBABILISTIC
MODEL CHECKING METHOD: Petar Kochovski, Pavel D. Drobintsev and Vlado
Stankovski, Elsevier Information and Software Technology, vol. 109, pp. 14-25, 2019.

Conferences
1. Conference paper: CUTTING THROUGHPUT WITH THE EDGE: APP-AWARE

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

PLACEMENT IN FOG COMPUTING: Francescomaria Faticanti; Francesco de
Pellegrini; Domenico Siracusa; Daniele Santoro; Silvio Cretti, IEEE International
Conference on Edge Computing and Scalable Cloud (IEEE EdgeCom), 2019.
Conference paper: AN ARCHITECTURE AND STOCHASTIC METHOD FOR
DATABASE CONTAINER PLACEMENT IN THE EDGE-FOG-CLOUD CONTINUUM:
Petar Kochovski, Rizos Sakellariou, Marko Bajec, Pavel Drobintsev and Vlado
Stankovski, 33rd IEEE International Parallel & Distributed Processing Symposium
(IPDPS), 2019.
Conference paper: SMART CONTRACTS FOR CONTAINER BASED VIDEO
CONFERENCING: Sandi Gec, Dejan Lavbič, Marko Bajec and Vlado Stankovski,
International Conference on the Economics of Grids, Clouds, Systems, and Services
(GECON), 2018.
Conference paper: DEEP CLUSTERING AND BLOCK HASHING NETWORK FOR
FACE IMAGE RETRIEVAL: Young Kyun Jang, Dong-ju Jeong, Seok Hee Lee, and
Nam Ik Cho, 14th Asian Conference on Computer Vision (ACCV), 2018.
Conference paper: LEARNING BACKGROUND SUBTRACTION BY VIDEO
SYNTHESIS AND MULTI-SCALE RECURRENT NETWORKS: Sungkwon Choo,
Wonkyo Seo, Dong-ju Jeong, and Nam Ik Cho, 14th Asian Conference on Computer
Vision (ACCV), 2018.
Conference paper: DEVELOPMENT OF DOOR OPEN-CLOSE PREDICTION
MODEL BASED ON INDOOR AIR DATA AND LSTM MODEL: Sangyeon Cho, Jaewon
Moon, Seungwoo Kum, KSII (Korean Society for Internet Information) 2019 Spring
Conference.
Conference paper: NOVEL METHOD FOR NEURAL NETWORK ON EDGE DEVICE:
Seungwoo Kum, Jaewon Moon, Youngkee Kim, IEMEK (Institute of Embedded
Engineering of Korea) 2018 Summer Conference (KR).
Conference paper: CLOUD-EDGE COLLABORATION FRAMEWORK FOR IOT
DATA ANALYTICS: Jaewon Moon, Saungyeon Cho, Seungwoo Kum, Sangwon Lee,
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International Conference on ICT Convergence 2018 (Korean Institute of
Communication and Information Science).
9. Conference paper: DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION OF OBJECT DETECTOR
BASED ON IOMT STANDARD: Seungwoo Kum, Jaewon Moon, Youngkee Kim,
KIBME (Korean Institute of Broadcasting and Media Engineers) 2019 Summer
Conference (KR).
Newspapers
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Article: Janez Brežnik, Uroš Paščinski, Vlado Stankovski (2019, May 16) TUDI
GRADITI JE MOGOČE PAMETNO (eng.: IT IS POSSIBLE TO BUILD SMART).
Newspaper DELO (SLO), Vol.61/no.110, p.14 (printed version)
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6.2 Dissemination and communications activities tables – regular updates
Scientific publications at conferences and journals
partners

authors

purpose

FBK

F. Faticanti,
F. De Pellegrini,
D. Siracusa,
D. Santoro,
S. Cretti

Cutting Throughput
with the Edge: AppAware Placement in
Fog Computing

FBK

F. Faticanti,
F. De Pellegrini,
D. Siracusa,
D. Santoro,
S. Cretti
FBK, other M. Savi,
partners
D. Siracusa,
M. Pincheira, R.
Giaffreda, and
others
FBK, other R. Doriguzzi, D.
institutions Siracusa, and
others
All
partners
FBK

FBK

To be decided
together with
WP2 and WP4
leaders
Z. Haider,
R. Giaffreda
R.Giaffreda

link
project
task(s)
T3.3

Additional evaluations
on app-aware
placement

T3.3

Conference paper on
blockchain-based fog
federations

T3.1, T3.2

to journal/conference

conference/journ rank
al open access
web link
https://zenodo.org/ /
record/2862149#.X
SNKlpNLjUI

IEEE International
Conference on Edge
Computing and
Scalable Cloud
(IEEE EdgeCom
2019)
Journal extension of /
EdgeCom 2019
paper (to be decided)

deadline

status

Comment

2019

published

Preliminary article related to
T3.3 workload placement
activity

/

2019

planned

Journal extension of
EdgeCom 2019 paper on
workload placement (T3.3)

2019

planned

Article on the WP3 platform
for sharing resources across
providers

Access 2019

planned

Preliminary study useful for
T3.4 investigation

Conference to be
decided

/

/

Article on advanced
T3.1, T3.4
IEEE Access or
packet filtering
similar
technologies in linuxbased fog nodes and
servers
General-purpose paper WP2, WP3, Conference to be
on DECENTER (also
WP4?
decided
including Use Cases)

/

(IEEE
IF=4.098)

/

/

To be decided

planned

Paper on architecture and use
cases, involving WP2, WP3
and WP4

Use of ML at the edge
for decision fusion

WP4 - T4.2

List of target
conferences
identified

/

To be decided

planned

DECENTER use case
for smart pedestrian
crossing deployment

WP5 related IEEE IoT Magazine

Integration of outcomes from
individual stream processing
for more accurate decision
making
target more validation and
implementation oriented

Conference to be
decided

https://www.comso /
c.org/publications/
magazines/ieeeinternet-thingsmagazine

one
of
2020 planned
releases of the IoT
Magazine
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KETI

Petar Kochovski;
Pavel D.
Drobintsev;
Vlado Stankovski
Jaewon Moon;
Seungwoo Kum;
Sangwon Lee

Explore potential QoS
modelling approaches

T3.3

Information and
https://zenodo.org/ IF (2017)=2.627
Software Technology record/2537912#.X
FFpdlz0k2w

January 11, 2019

published

Preliminary article related to
T3.3 QoS modelling activity.

T4.4

[domestic] Journal of Only Office
Internet Computing
and Services

(KCI IF)=0.44

2019

published

Preliminary investigation of
video-related use case

T4.1

Electronics

/

2019

planned

Initial study on edge-cloud
cooperation in AI context

T4.4

KSII (Korean Society Only Office
for Internet
Information) 2019
Spring Conference

/

2019

published

Preliminary investigation on AI
algorithms on UC4

T4.1

IEMEK (Institute of
Only Office
Embedded
Engineering of
Korea) 2018 Summer
Conference (KR)
International
Only Office
Conference on ICT
Convergence 2018
(Korean Institute of
Communication and
Information Science)
KIBME (Korean
Only Office
Institute of
Broadcasting and
Media Engineers)
2019 Summer
Conference (KR)
MDPI Sensors

/

2019

published

Initial design of AI container

/

2019

published

Preliminary investigation on AI
and IoT

/

2019

published

Investigation on IoMT
standard with DECENTER
container

IF(2018)= 3.302

2019

accepted

Investigation on UC4 use
case

KETI

Seungwoo Kum;
Jaewon Moon

KETI

Sangyeon Cho,
Jaewon Moon,
Seungweoo Kum

KETI

Seungwoo Kum,
Jaewon Moon,
Youngkee Kim

A Platform Providing
Interactive Signage
Based on
Edge-cloud
Cooperation
Edge-Cloud
collaboration
framework
Development of Door
Open-Close prediction
model based on indoor
air data and LSTM
model
Novel method for
neural network on
edge device

KETI

Jaewon Moon,
Saungyeon Cho,
Seungwoo Kum,
Sangwon Lee.

Cloud-Edge
T4.4
collaboration
framework for IoT data
analytics

KETI

Seungwoo Kum,
Jaewon Moon,
Youngkee Kim.

Design and
implementation of
object detector based
on IOMT standard

T4.4

KETI

Jaewon Moon,
Seungwoo Kum,
Sangwon Lee

A heterogeneous IoT
data analysis
framework with
collaboration of edgecloud computing:
Focusing on indoor
PM10 and PM2.5
status prediction

T2.1, T4.1,
T4.4
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UL

Petar Kochovski; An architecture and
T3.3
Vlado Stankovski stochastic method for
et al.
database container
placement in the edgefog-cloud continuum
Sandi Gec; Vlado Smart contracts for
T2.2, T2.3,
Stankovski et al. container based
T4.3, T3.3
videoconferencing

UL

International Parallel
and Distributed
Processing
Symposium

https://zenodo.org/ A – rank according 2019
record/2548464#.X to CORE
SG_Cej7Q2y

published

Preliminary study for T3.3

GECON 2018

https://530.ablak.ar /
nes.si/wpcontent/uploads/20
18/11/SMARTCONTRACTSFORCONTAINERBASED-VIDEOCONFERENCING.
pdf
Only Office
IF (2017) = 5.768

2018

published

Preliminary work on T2.2 and
T2.3, also T4.3

2019

submitted

Preliminary article related to
T4.3

Vlado Stankovski;
Petar Kochovski;
Marko Bajec;
Sandi Gec; Pavel
Drobintsev
UL, FBK, Uroš Paščinski et
ATOS
al.

Trust management and T4.3
data management
aspects with
blockchain; research
study
Resource Models and T2.2, T2.3
SLAs

Future Generation
Computer Systems

Journal to be decided /

/

2019

in progress Joint article(s) on Resource
Models and SLA solutions for
DECENTER

UL, KETI, Vlado Stankovski;
FBK
Uroš Paščinski;
Polona Štefanič;
Seungwoo Kum,
Domenico
Siracusa et al.
UL, KETI, Vlado Stankovski;
FBK
Sandi Gec; Petar
Kochovski; Uroš
Paščinski;
Seungwoo Kum,
Domenico
Siracusa et al.
UL
Petar Kochovski;
Pavel D.
Drobintsev;
Vlado Stankovski
SNU
Sungkwon Choo,
Wonkyo Seo,

QoS management for
multi-tier edge-to-fog
applications,
deployment scenarios

T3.3

Journal to be decided /

/

2019

concept

Joint article(s) on QoS
management for multi-tier
cloud applications,
deployment strategies

Cross-border data
sharing with
Blockchain; AI models
repository use case

T4.3

Journal to be decided /

/

2019

concept

Joint work with project
partners on cross-border data
sharing with blockchain,
research study.

Explore potential QoS
modelling approaches
using formal models

T3.3

Information and
https://zenodo.org/ IF (2017)=2.627
Software Technology record/2537912#.X
FFpdlz0k2w

January 11, 2019

published

Preliminary article related to
T3.3 QoS modelling activity.

Learning background
subtraction by video

T4.1

Asian Conference on Only Office
Computer Vision

/

published

Investigation on AI algorithms

/
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Dong-ju Jeong,
Nam Ik Cho
SNU

SNU

Young Kyun
Jang,
Dong-ju Jeong,
Seok Hee Lee,
Nam Ik Cho
Several authors

synthesis and multiscale recurrent
networks
Deep clustering and
T4.1
block hashing network
for face image retrieval
SNU project related
activities

Asian Conference on Only Office
Computer Vision

/

/

published

Preliminary investigation on AI
algorithms

International
Conference on
Acoustics, Speech,
and Signal
Processing on
(ICASSP)

/

/

planned

/

/

Key Performance Indicators:
Initial Dissemination and Exploitation Plan from GANTT; min target (project end):
- Publications in international journals: 3
- Publications in international conferences: 15 incl. 5 joint (EU/KR)
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6.2.2
partners

Dissemination towards the wider public and distribution of promotional materials

persons

type1

short description

link ot the event

location

date

link (zenodo,
onlyoffice, other)

status

FBK

Daniele Santoro

Participation

Dissemination of DECENTERrelated activities inside the
Kubernetes IoT Edge Working
Group

https://events.linuxfou
ndation.org/events/ku
beconcloudnativecon-northamerica-2018/

Seattle, USA

10th-13rd
December, 2018

/

completed

FBK

Daniele Santoro

Participation

Dissemination of DECENTERrelated activities inside the
Kubernetes IoT Edge Working
Group

Barcelona, Spain

20th-23rd
2018

/

planned

UL

Vlado Stankovski

Presentation

Vienna, Austria

4th-6th
2018

December,

slides to be included
in zenodo

completed

UL

Vlado Stankovski

Presentation

Presentation at the SE4SA
"Software Engineering for
Trustworthy Services and
Applications" networking
session at the ICT 2018
Presentation at "Building the
Privacy and Security Research
Agenda for Big Data"
networking session of the ICT
2018 event

https://events.linuxfou
ndation.org/events/ku
beconcloudnativeconeurope-2019/
https://ec.europa.eu/d
igital-singlemarket/events/cf/ict20
18/itemdisplay.cfm?id=22910
https://ec.europa.eu/d
igital-singlemarket/events/cf/ict20
18/itemdisplay.cfm?id=21979

Vienna, Austria

4th-6th
2019

December,

slides to be included
in zenodo

completed

UL

Vlado Stankovski

Presentation

Presentation of DECENTER
project at WCF 2019

https://www.wcf2019.
org/

Ljubljana,
Slovenia

8th-11th April,2019
(10th April, 2019)

completed

UL

Janez
Brežnik,
Uroš
Paščinski,
Vlado Stankovski

Non-scientific
publications - daily
newspaper article

Newspaper DELO,
Vol.61/no.110, p.14
(Science section);
printed edition only

Slovenia

16th May, 2019

KETI

Seungwoo Kum

Presentation

Seoul, Korea

March, 2019

/

done

KETI

Seungwoo Kum

exhibition

DECENTER project
introduction:
TUDI GRADITI JE MOGOČE
PAMETNO (eng.: IT IS
POSSIBLE TO BUILD
SMART)
Presentation at "Smart Home
Edge" session at the Media
Workshop hosted by Korean
Institute of Broacast and
Media Engineers
demo of containerized AI
application at KES 2019

https://www.youtube.c
om/watch?v=x27yeGl
HLMs
/

Seoul, Korea

TBD

May,

completed/
published

planned
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WIS is Korea’s largest ICT
exhibition representing the
next generation high-tech
industries
Smart Cities Summit Asia is
the largest business platform
where smart city related
technology, service
companies, delegates and
decision makers from more
than 200 cities around the
world gather and share ideas
to build better and more
sustainable cities for the
future.
Presentation at the Korean
IOT Week 2019/2020 demonstrations at the Thing+
booth (TBD)
Presentation “Novel fleet
management system approach
for logistics” at European
Robotics Forum 2019
Robotnik Automation facebook
account

WORLD
2019

facebook posts

Robotnik Automation twitter
account

Robotnik
marketing
department

instagram posts

Robotnik
marketing
department

linkedin posts

GLSYS

Joshua Jang

participation

GLSYS

Joshua Jang

participation

DW

Leland Creswell

presentation
&
demonstrations

ROB

Álvaro Villena

presentation

ROB

Robotnik
marketing
department

twitter entries

ROB

Robotnik
marketing
department

ROB

ROB
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SHOW

Seoul, Korea

24th2019

Cities
Summit

Goyang. Korea

4th-6th
2019

http://www.iotweek.kr/

Seoul, Korea

https://www.eurobotics.net/robotics_f
orum/programme/ind
ex.html
https://twitter.com/Ro
botnikRobots

Bucharest,
Romania

Smart
Innovation
Asia

IT

27th

April

http://www.worlditsho
w.co.kr/eng/

completed

September

https://www.smartcity
asia.net/fairDash.do?
hl=ENG

planned

2019 or 2020

materials
to
be
collected in onlyoffice

in progress

21th March 2019

http://onlyofficecn.fbk.eu/products/file
s/doceditor.aspx?filei
d=1739&action=view

Each 2 or 3 months

on going

https://esla.facebook.com/Rob
otnik.Automation/

Each 2 or 3 months

on going

Robotnik Automation
instagram account

https://www.instagra
m.com/robotnik.auto
mation/

Each 6 or 10 months

on going

Robotnik Automation linkedin
account

https://www.linkedin.c
om/company/robotnik
-automation-sll

Each 6
months

or

10

on going

D6.2 First year update to the dissemination,
communication and standardization activities
ROB

Robotnik
marketing
department

youtube video

Robotnik Automation youtube
account

https://www.youtube.c
om/user/RobotnikRob
ots

to decide

standby

ROB

Robotnik
marketing
department

blog entry

Robotnik Automation blog

https://www.robot
nik.eu/blog/

to decide

standby

ROB

Robotnik
marketing
department

web section

Robotnik Automation website

to decide

standby

ROB

Robotnik
deparment

sales

booth

Booth at ICT 2018

ROB

Robotnik
deparment

sales

booth

Booth at European Robotics
Forum 2019

https://www.robotnik.
eu/servicesrobotic/researchdevelopment/
https://ec.europa.eu/d
igital-singlemarket/en/events/ict2018-imagine-digitalconnect-europe
https://www.eurobotics.net/robotics_f
orum/index.html

ROB

Robotnik
deparment

sales

booth

Booth Advanced Factories
congress

ROB

Robotnik
deparment

sales

round
table
participation

round table Advanced
Factories congress

Vienna, Austria

4th-6th
2019

December,

completed

Bucharest,
Romania

20-22th March 2020

planned

https://www.advanced
factories.com/

Barcelona, Spain

9-11th april 2020

planned

https://www.advanced
factories.com/agenda
-2019/movilidadrobotica-y-logisticaabran-paso-a-lasplataformasautonomas20190409/

Barcelona, Spain

9th april 2020

planned

Notes:
1

article, presentation at networking or clustering event, lecture, flyer, Facebook entry, Twitter entry, Video clip, demonstration, other introductory materials etc.
Presentations and other material produced should be made open access, e.g. in Zenodo: https://zenodo.org/
Project dissemination materials to be provided as links to entries in OnlyOffice.
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D6.2 First year update to the dissemination,
communication and standardization activities
Initial Dissemination and Exploitation Plan from GANTT; min target (project end):
- Non-scientific publications (news articles, press releases, …): 15
- Newsletters: 4
- Booth in exhibitions: 5
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6.2.3
partners
FBK

Organisation and co-organisation of project related conferences, workshops and other events that are used
to increase the visibility of the DECENTER project

TN

persons involved
Domenico
Siracusa
Andrea Leveghi

title
Big Data Pipelines
workshop 2019
Trento Smart City
labs

event

date
17-20 December
2019
15th September
2018

location
Hyderabad, India

TN

Andrea Leveghi

Trento Smart City
Week

Event

20th-22th
September 2019

Trento, Italy

UL

Vlado Stankovski

Conference

UL

Vlado Stankovski

UL

Vlado Stankovski

19th IEEE
International
Conference on
Scalable Computing
and Communications
(ScalCom 2019)
11th International
Workshop on
Science Gateways
17th International
Conference on the
Economics of Grids,
Clouds, Systems and
Services (GECON
2020)

programme co-chair

19th-23rd August,
2019

Leicester, UK

Conference

co-organiser

12th-14th
2019

June,

Conference

co-organiser;
other
partners invited to
participate

to be
2020

decided,

UL

Vlado Stankovski

Big Data Pipelines
workshop at 26th
IEEE HiPC
conference

Workshop

Co-organiser;
partners invited
participate

17th
2019

Workshop
series of events

comment
keynote by Domenico
Siracusa
series of meetings
organized in the main
squares and parks, in
the schools and in the
12 districts of the city
of Trento

to

December,

web link
https://hipc.org/bigd
ata/
http://www.comune.
trento.it/Areetematiche/Smartcity/Le-nostreiniziative/TrentoSmart-City-Labs
http://www.comune.
trento.it/Areetematiche/Smartcity/Cos-e-TrentoSmart-City
https://www.smartcit
yweek.it/
http://www.smartworld.org/2019/scal
com/

status
in progress

Ljubljana, Slovenia

http://iwsg2019.eu/

completed

Ljubljana, Slovenia

http://2018.geconconference.org/

planned

Hyderabad, India

https://hipc.org/bigd
ata/

in progress

Trento, Italy

completed

planned

in progress
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DW

Leland Creswell

Workshop/Hackathon
with students in
Seoul - Seoul
hackathon and TBD
similar small events

workshop / hackathon

students
and
entrepreneur-focused

TBD

Seoul, Korea

https://english.seoul
hackathon.org/

in progress

LGU+

Myeong Hwan

Spring Broadcasting
and Media
Technology
Workshop in 2019
New media service
and standard
technology in 5G era

Workshop

co-organiser

9th-10th,
May,2019

Seoul, Korea

http://www.kibme.or
g/

completed

Workshop

co-organiser

30th, April,2019

Seoul, Korea

http://www.kics.or.kr
/

completed

Myeong Hwan

NOTES:
Initial Dissemination and Exploitation Plan from GANTT; min target (project end):
- Co-organized international workshops: 4
- Number of training and community events co-organized (webinars, workshops, hackathons, etc.): 10 with 20 - 50 participants
- Participation to EU’s concertation activities: 4
- Joint events with other EU-Korea projects: 5
- Invitations from governmental institution (embassy, etc.): 5
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6.2.4

Other dissemination activities, such as bilateral project discussion, presentation at bilateral event

partner(s)

type / short description

CEA

CEA press release about DECENTER
(http://www.leti-cea.com/cea-tech/leti/english/Pages/What's-On/Press%20release/CEA-Leti-Middleware-Will-Be-Core-Of-Fog-Platform-for-Decentralized-Cloud-To-EdgeAI.aspx)
Commercial proof of concept project (based on DECENTER Ucs) & coverage media published to relevant journals

completed

GLSYS

Bilateral events of exhibition and conference(including the presentation of computing infrastructure session) with Public Computing Market 2019 in hotel of sheraton Seoul
D cube city, Korea (http://www.sek.co.kr/2019/PCM)

completed

GLSYS

Monthly newsletter for related customers(Industrial corporations, Co-operative Partners, Research Institutes, Universities, Agency of public self-government and
government, Private Customers, etc.)
(https://mail.gluesys.com/new_mailnara_web/index.php/maildecode/mail_decode/ Inbox/155840073137137/200/10/0)
Article press about role of GLUESYS with international R&D(Research and Development) based on the DECENTER

in progress

DW

GLSYS

6.2.5
partner
FBK

responsible

status

planned

planned

Collaborations with other projects, clusters and initiatives
related project or cluster

link

purpose

EIT Digital DigiFlow

/

ROB

Domenico
Siracusa
Rafa López

Fog computing for manufacturing
environments
Tool chain to design swarm applications

CPSwarm

https://www.cpswarm.eu/

ROB

Rafa López

BrainIOT

http://www.brain-iot.eu/

UL

Vlado
Stankovski

PrestoCloud

http://prestocloud-project.eu/

UL

Vlado
Stankovski

SE4SA EU projects cluster

https://eucloudclusters.wordpress.com/
software-engineering-for-services-andapplications/

Contribution to the white paper and
other activites of the cluster

UL

Vlado
Stankovski

Melodic project

https://melodic.cloud/

Workshop PC member

Framework for intelligent decentralized
iot systems
Fog computing for video streaming
research

link

status

/

in progress

https://www.cpswarm.eu/index.p
hp/the-project/
http://www.brain-iot.eu/brain-iot/

in progress

https://doi.org/10.3390/s180929
38

in progress

https://eucloudclusters.files.word
press.com/2017/11/se4sacontribution-to-wp-20202027.pdf
http://melodic.cloud/M2EC-2019/

in progress

in progress

in progress
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6.2.6
partners

Standardization
key standards

target standardization bodies

contributions to standards

degree of relevance

FBK

Kubernetes

Cloud Native Computing Foundation (CNCF)

Active participation to IoT Edge Working Group

Fog Computing Platform

KETI

AI as an IoT device

ISO/IEC SC29 WG11

5 input contributions regarding Neural Network
Representation and Internet of Media Things ad-hoc
group

Delivering AI on Edge.

UL

TOSCA

OASIS

TOSCA schema suitable for Blockchain

as part of application description
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